Simulation study on heart failure: effects of contractility on cardiac function.
Using the model proposed by Beyar and Sideman, the effect of maximum isometric active stress at optimal sarcomere length (sigma 0) on left ventricular (LV) function was examined. Comparing the results of calculated LV function with those of reported experiments, sigma 0 was shown to be a potential indicator of myocardial contractility, and the model of Beyar and Sideman successfully predicted LV function with various myocardial contractilities. The LVP compensation curve, which describes the relationship between sigma 0 and maximum LV pressure, was then hypothesized. The combination of the Beyar-Sideman model and the LVP compensation curve enabled the prediction and approximation of the actual process of deterioration in heart failure. These models represent a step towards a fundamentally new concept in the current clinical situation of compensated heart failure and also in evaluating the process of heart failure.